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Chapter 6 

HEALTH FORMS 

 
The following pages are forms that the inspector must use for health inspections or health 
investigative reports.  Other forms, such as the Mine Activity Data Form (2000-22), commonly 
called the cover sheet, the Mine Status Data Form (2000-122), impoundment inspection forms, 
rock dust and air sample cards, are addressed in the General Inspection Procedures Handbook. 
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FORM 2000-83 - RESPIRABLE DUST LABORATORY REPORT 
 
The purpose of this form is twofold; one, it will serve as a laboratory record of respirable dust 
samples collected and analyzed by MSHA, and two, it will be used by the health supervisors as 
an aid when evaluating the dust control plan. The form has been designated to be a complete 
record of all actions taken by MSHA laboratory technicians regarding respirable dust samples. 
When’ completed, a copy of this form will be kept as the laboratory record, the original will be 
attached to Form 2000-86 (Appraisal of Dust Control Plan). 
 

A. Mine I.D. Number - The seven-digit number assigned to all mines routinely 
inspected by MSHA. 

 
B. Mine Name - Name of the coal mine as reported on the Legal Identity form 

submitted by the coal company. 
 
C. Company Name - Name of the company as reported on the Legal Identity form. 
 
D. MMU/DA/SA ID Number - The four-digit identification number assigned to a 

mechanized mining unit, designated area, or surface area by MSHA. 
 
E. Average Production (last 30 prod. shifts) - Average production of a section in an 

underground mine. This does not apply to surface sampling. 
 
F. Survey Conducted By - Person or persons who collected the respirable dust 

samples. 
 
G. Samples Weighed By - Person or persons who weighed the respirable dust 

samples. 
 
H. Sampling dates - Dates that the respirable dust samples were collected. 
 
I. Production This Shift - Tons of material mined during the sampling date.  Not 

applicable to surface mining. 
 
J-S. Occupation Code - MSHAs code number for the occupation sampled. 
 

Cassette - The eight-digit identification number printed on each respirable dust 
cassette. 
 
Concentration (Conc.) - Respirable dust concentration in MRE equivalent. 
 
Average (Avg.) - Average dust concentration for each occupation. 
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T. Totals – Cumulative totals of respirable dust concentrations.  Cumulative totals of 

samples collected.  Not applicable to surface sampling. 
 
U. Section Average - Average concentration of all samples collected on the section.  

Not applicable to surface sampling. 
 
V. Citation/Order Issued Yes (    ) No (    ) - Check appropriate box to show if a 

citation or order was issued. 
 

Type _____ - Identify the section of the Act under which the inspector has taken 
action, 104(a), 104(d), etc. 
 
Number of Citation ______ - The seven digit preprinted number in the top right 
corner of each citation. 

 
W. Reason for Void Samples - Indicate by cross reference any samples that are 

voided (K-1, P-4, S-6, etc.) and give an explanation or reason why the respirable 
dust samples were determined void. 

 
X. O.S.P. Checked - List all samples that are checked for oversize particles by cross-

reference (K-1, P-4, S-6, etc.) 
 
Y. Date Lab Analysis Completed - Date that the respirable dust laboratory report is 

completed for the entire survey. 
 
Z. Comments - Any comments that the lab technician or the inspector would like to 

make that are pertinent to the survey should be made in this space. 
 

NOTE:  Since sampling results for Part 90 miners are not to be included with 
samples from other entities, sampling data on Part 90 miners should not be shown 
on the same form with other entities.  If this is done, the form must be locked 
away to secure the confidential information. 
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FORM 2000-84 - ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE REPORT 
 
MSHA’s noise data from surveys made during an inspection or investigation shall be recorded 
on Form 2000-84.  This information shall be included with the cover sheet (2000-22) of the 
inspection or investigation report.  On this form list the results of the noise surveys obtained by 
dosimeter or by sound level meter. 
 

A. Mine I.D. Number - Enter the seven-digit mine identification number assigned by 
MSHA. 

 
B. Mine Name - Enter the mine name as it appears on the Legal Identity Report 

Form No. 2000-7. 
 
C. Company Name - Enter the company name as it appears on the Legal Identity 

Report Form. 
 

D. MMU/Pit/Area ID Number – Enter the four-digit identification number assigned 
to the section, pit or area by the mine operator. 

 
E. Average Production   Enter the average production determined over the last 30 

production shifts. 
 
F. Signature of AR - Signature of the AR performing the environmental noise 

survey. 
 
G. AR Number - Enter the five-digit identification number from the AR’s card of 

authorization (MSHA Form 1000-186). 
 
H. Field Office No. - Enter the five-digit number assigned to the MSHA CMS&H 

office under which the coal mine is inspected. 
 
I. Survey Date - Enter date(s) of survey(s) in two digit month-day-year format. 
 
J. Instrument Type - Enter 1 for dosimeter, 2 for sound level meter. 
 
K. Instrument Property No. - Enter the number from the MSHA property ticket 

affixed to the instrument. 
 
L. Calibrator Property No. - Enter the number from the MSHA property ticket 

affixed to the calibrator. 
 
M. Occupation Code - Enter the MSHA three-digit code for the occupation sampled. 
 
N. Machine Code - Enter the appropriate two-digit machine code from the lists on 

the reverse side of MSHA Form 2000-84. 
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O. Manufacturer’s Code - Enter the appropriate three-digit manufacturer’s code from 

the list on the reverse side of MSHA Form 2000-84. 
 
P. Time Stop - Enter the 24-hour clock time when survey was completed. 
 
Q. Time Start - Enter the 24-hour clock time when survey was begun. 
 
R. Total Survey Time - Enter the survey time in minutes. 
 
S. Production This Shift - Enter here the material production in tons for the shift on 

which noise exposure was determined. 
 
T. Noise Dosage - Enter the actual C/T percent value (decimal readout times 100) 

here. 
 
U. NRR Value - Enter the NRR value for the particular PHP device(s) used. 
 
V. Adjustment Dosage - Enter the calculated percent C/T value reaching the miner’s 

ears after accounting for protection provided by PHP. 
 
W. Calibration/Check - Note here the appropriate calibration checks made before and 

after the noise survey. 
 
X. Citation Number - Enter citation identification number if citation is issued. 
 
Y. Comments - Self-explanatory.  The date(s) of the instrument(s) and/or calibrator 

may be entered here showing the annual calibration check. 
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FORM 2000-86 RESPIRABLE DUST SAMPLING AND MONITORING DATA 
 

This form is used to record the respirable dust control parameters that are observed and measured 
during inspection activities involving either the collection of respirable dust samples or the 
monitoring of the operator’s dust sampling program.  This form should also be completed 
whenever the inspector believes that the approved plan parameters are not effective in 
maintaining dust concentrations at or below the applicable dust standard. 
 
It is essential that the information/data recorded on MSHA Form 2000-86 accurately reflect the 
dust control measures and practices being used and the actual quantities measured, and is 
consistent with Chapter 1 – Respirable Dust as the completed form will serve as supporting 
documentation when plan changes are required and/or enforcement actions are taken.    
 
The following instructions explain how to complete the form.  Mine-specific information, or 
approved plan-specific information, may be completed in the office prior to the inspection. 
 
   1. Type of Inspection:  This item contains three blocks.  The inspector should check the 

appropriate block (s) to identify the type (s) of inspection activity being conducted. 
 

Regular:  If conducting dust sampling under an E01 inspection activity code, check 
the Regular block and complete items 1 through 25 and 28. If not sampling and the 
inspector believes that the parameters in the mine operator’s approved mine 
ventilation plan are not effective, complete items 1 through 7, 9 through 23, and 28.     

 
Technical:  If conducting other than a regular E01 inspection that involves collecting 
respirable dust samples, check the Technical block, note the inspection activity code, 
and complete items 1 through 25 and 28. If samples are not taken, complete item 1 
through 7, 9 through 23, and 28. 
 
Monitoring:  If the inspection activity involves monitoring the operator’s respirable 
dust sampling program, check the Monitoring block and complete all items on the 
form. 

 
NOTE:  It is possible that more than one block could be checked depending on the 
type (s) of inspection activity conducted. 

 
2. Date:  The date the inspector actually conducted the evaluations. 
 
3. Field Office Code:  The five-digit identification number of the MSHA CMS&H 

office assigned the responsibility for inspecting the coal mine. 
 

4. Mine I.D. - The seven-digit MSHA identification number assigned to the coal mine. 
 

5. Mine Name - The name of the mine as it appears on the Legal Identity Report Form 
No. 2000-7. 
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6. Company Name - The name of the coal company as it appears on the Legal Identity 

Report Form. 
 

7. MMU/DA/SA - The four-digit MSHA identification number assigned to the 
Mechanized Mining Unit (MMU), Designated Area (DA) or Surface Area (SA) that 
was evaluated. 

 
NOTE:  A separate MSHA Form 2000-86 should be completed for each MMU or 
DA evaluated. 
 

8. Times Entity/Mine Cited for Excessive Dust Last 12 Months  The number of 
excessive dust citations issued on the MMU/DA being evaluated, and the total 
number of excessive dust citations issued to the mine operator during the previous 12 
month period. 
 

9. AR Signature/AR Number - The signature of the inspector performing the 
evaluation and his/her five-digit identification number from the AR’s card of 
authorization (MSHA Form 1000-186). 

 
10. Supervisor Signature - The signature of the supervisor assigned inspection 

responsibility for the affected mine after reviewing the form for completeness and 
accuracy. 

 
11. Type of Mining System - Check the appropriate box that best describes the mining 

system in use: A. Longwall; B. Continuous; or C. Conventional.  Also check each 
appropriate box under the type of system to more fully identify the type of equipment 
being used and the cut sequence. 

 
NOTE:  Under Conventional, the inspector should identify the type of system used to extract 

the coal, such as, scoop shooting-off-solid, cutting machine, etc. 
 
12. Mining Ht - The total mining height in inches, and the total amount of rock being 

mined in inches. 
 
13. Remote Operation of Miner - Check the appropriate block.  
 
14. Type of Mining - Check the appropriate block. Note:  Longwall mining systems that 

do not mine from previously driven entries are considered development. 
 
15. Physical Conditions - Check the appropriate blocks.  
 
16. Type of Haulage Equipment - This item applies only to continuous and 

conventional mining sections.  Check the appropriate block to identify the type of 
haulage equipment that is being used to transport the coal from the face to the section 
dumping point. 
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17. Roof Bolter Type - This item applies only to continuous and conventional mining 

sections.  Check the appropriate block(s) to identify the type of roof bolting machine 
(s) used on the MMU and show the number of each type being used.  A.  Check the 
appropriate block to identify whether the roof bolting machine is being operated on a 
separate split of air from the Designated Occupation (DO), or working downwind of 
the DO.  B.  Check this block if there is a Designated Area (DA) established for the 
roof bolting machine operator.  C.  Check the block that describes the type of dust 
collecting system used on the roof bolting machine(s). 

 
NOTE:  If more than one roof bolting machine is operated on the MMU and the machines 

have different types of dust collecting system, the inspector should specify which 
machine has which type of dust collecting system. 

 
18. Dust Control Parameters – Ventilation System - This is a six-part question that 

requires the inspector to record what was actually observed and/or measured at the 
time of the evaluation. 

 
A. Method of Face Ventilation:  Check the appropriate block(s) to show the type of 

ventilation used. If Both is checked, briefly explain the circumstances under Item 28.  
 
B. Face Ventilation Devices:  Check the appropriate block(s). 
 
C. Line Curtain/Tubing Distance:  Enter the maximum observed distance in feet that 

the ventilation device (s) is located from the area of deepest point of penetration to 
which any portion of the face has been advanced. 

 
D. Is Face Area Ventilated with Belt Air?  Check the appropriate block. 
 
E. If Yes, Quantity in the Belt Entry (cfm):  Enter the quantity of air in the belt entry 

in cubic feet per minute (cfm). 
 
F. Air Quantity:  Fill in the information for the type of mining system being used.  This 

is a two-part question.  Each part requires the inspector to enter both the approved 
plan minimum requirements and the actual quantities and velocities that were 
measured at the time of the evaluation for each of the listed control parameters.  The 
recorded scrubber operational cfm must be the result of an actual full pitot tube 
traverse as determined in accordance with Chapter 1 or a correlated centerline 
measurement. Also, identify whether the readings were obtained during the 1st or 2nd 
half of the shift.  

 
19. Dust Control Parameters – Water Spray System - This is a three-part question.  

The first part requires the inspector to enter both the approved minimum plan 
requirements and what was actually observed in use and/or measured at the time of 
the inspection. When determining the operating water spray pressure, remove the 
spray nozzle and place the pressure gauge in the spray hole using a tee fitting and 
then place the spray nozzle in the tee to obtain an accurate reading. The second and 
third parts are self-explanatory and require the inspector to check the appropriate 
blocks. 
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20. Auxiliary Controls - Enter the appropriate information about the auxiliary dust 

controls or work practices observed in use at the time of the inspection, even if these 
controls are not listed in the approved mine ventilation plan. 

 
For example, this may include the use of additional ventilation controls to divert the 
dust away from the miners; use of wetting agents; additional wetting of the coal prior 
to mining; the frequency of wetting down roadways; administrative controls such as 
limiting the amount of time roof bolter operators or others work downwind of the 
mining machine; the frequency the roof bolter operator cleans the dust box; and 
where the fines from the dust box are deposited. 

 
The dust control measures and work practices that are in use but are not listed in the 
approved plan may be critical in determining if the miners are adequately protected 
during normal mining operations.  If these measures are being used only when dust 
sampling is occurring, it is likely that miners may be exposed to higher dust 
concentrations during normal mining operations.  Inspectors should ask a 
representative number of miners if these control measures are in use all the time.  If 
not, the inspector should make note of this in Item 28. 

 
21. Are Approved Respirators being Worn? - Check the appropriate block.  If miners 

are observed wearing respirators, the inspector should identify which miners are 
wearing respirators and the make and model of the device being worn.  Additionally, 
the inspector should determine if the affected miners have been fit-tested and trained 
in the proper use and maintenance of the respirators. 

 
22. Do Miners Work Downwind of the Longwall Shearer? - Check the appropriate 

block that most accurately describes the amount of time miner (s) was observed 
working downwind of the shearer at the time of the inspection. 

 
23. Was the Operator Cited for Violating the Dust Control Parameters of the 

Ventilation Plan? - This question applies to this inspection.  If the operator was cited 
for violating the plan during this inspection, the inspector should record the citation 
number and what provisions of the plan were violated.  If possible, the inspector 
should determine approximately how much material was mined during the period of 
time that the plan was not being complied with. 

 
24. Were Dust Control Parameters Changed During Sampling? -This item should 

only be completed when the inspector collects respirable dust samples or monitors the 
operator’s respirable dust sampling program.  Check the appropriate block; if Yes, 
indicate the specific changes that were made here and under Item 28. This item is 
critical in determining if there is a need to require the mine operator to upgrade the 
plan’s minimum parameters. 
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25. Production (tons) - This item applies only to MMUs.  It should be completed 
whenever dust samples are collected and/or the operator’s respirable dust sampling 
program is monitored.  Fill in the information that applies to the type of inspection 
activity conducted.  If the inspector sampled and monitored the same MMU, it is not 
necessary to place the tonnage in both blocks.  The tonnage reported represents the best 
estimate of the amount of material in tons that was mined on the MMU at the time of 
sampling or monitoring.  The tonnage may be based on either the number of feet 
advanced or the number of passes.  This is raw tonnage and not clean coal, so it should 
include all material that was mined.   

 
The tonnage information for the last 30 production shifts is an average. The preferred 
method of determining this value is to measure the mine map for the distance mined 
and calculate the volume of material mined in cubic feet as discussed in Chapter 1. In 
the event the mine map has not been sufficiently updated, another acceptable method is 
to use operator provided production data. If the data is based on production shifts 
longer than eight hours, the 30-shift average must be adjusted to an 8-hour average 
equivalent production using the factor 8/t, where t is actual length of the normal 
production shift over which the operator production level was obtained. For example, if 
the 30-shift average is calculated as 1250 tons based on a 9-hour production shift, this 
quantity is multiplied by 8/9, yielding an 8-hour average equivalent production of 1111 
tons.   The inspector should record the date range for the data used.  

 
26. Bi – monthly Sampling Conducted By - This item applies to the mine operator’s 

respirable dust sampling program and should only be completed when monitoring 
operator’s bi-monthly sampling.  Check the appropriate block.  If the bi-monthly 
samples are collected by a contractor, fill in the contractor’s I.D. number. 

 
27. Sampling Equipment - This item applies to the mine operator’s dust sampling 

program and should only be completed when monitoring the operator’s bi-monthly 
sampling.  Check the appropriate blocks. 

 
NOTE:  If the sampling equipment is calibrated or maintained by a different contractor, other 

than the one conducting bi-monthly sampling, the inspectors should also include the 
I.D. number of the contractor who calibrates and maintains the sampling equipment. 

 
28. Inspector Recommendations and Comments - Self explanatory.  If the inspector 

recommends that the approved plan be revised, or a proposed plan should not be 
approved, he/she should provide the rationale for that determination in the space 
provided.  This space should also be used whenever the inspector believes that the 
additional controls employed by the operator should be included in the approved plan.  
Also, record the shift length here, as well as the method used to determine the average 
production over the last 30 production shifts, and any other information required by 
Chapter 1. 

 
This space below Item 28 should be used to sketch the placement of water sprays and for other 
information that would be useful in evaluating the observed parameters. 
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FORM 2000-87 - INSPECTOR’S REVIEW OF WAIVER REOUEST 
 
The “Inspector’s Review of Waiver Request” shall be completed by each inspector conducting 
an investigation pursuant to Part 71, Subpart E, “Surface Bathing Facilities, Change Rooms and 
Sanitary Flush Toilet Facilities at Surface Coal Mines” and Part 75, Section 75.1712, “Bathhouse 
and Toilet Facilities at Underground Mines.”  The following instructions give a step-by-step 
description of how this form is to be used: 
 

1. Date of Review - Date an investigation was conducted at the mine site to review 
this waiver request. 

 
2. District - Coal Mine Safety and Health District number. 
 
3. Mine ID Number - Mine identification number assigned by MSHA. 
 
4. Mine Name - Name of the coal mine as submitted on the Legal Identity form 

submitted by the coal company. 
 
5. Company Name - Name of the company as reported on the Legal Identity form. 
 
6. To District Manager - District Manager’s name. 
 
7. Through - Through inspector’s immediate supervisor or subdistrict manager. 
 
8. Request for - Mark appropriate box. 
 
9. Number of Employees - Number of mine employees that will be affected by this 

waiver. 
 
10. Remaining Life of Mine - Life in years and months of the area within the 

boundaries of the mine ID number which the operator may mine in the future. 
 
11. Is it practical to develop a private water supply and sanitary waste disposal?  

Describe on the reverse side of this form, the local water supplies available; i.e., 
well, city, town or community water supply and the availability of a septic tank, 
community waste disposal system or company system. 

 
12. Is electricity available? 
 

If no, is availability practical? - If no, sketch the mine and location of nearest 
available electrical supply.  Indicate distance to electrical supply. 
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13. Is it practical to construct a central bathhouse and change room and make it 
available to all workers of several different operations? - The company may 
operate several small mines in the same vicinity.  If so, sketch the mine or mines, 
roads used, and location of the bathhouse facility.  Show the route of travel (with 
mileage) and number of miners traveling each, route. 

 
14. Operator submitted a signed statement by all employees agreeing that a waiver 

should be granted. - Check to see that all of the mine employees have freely 
signed the statement. 

 
15. Contract or agreement made between the operator and employees for bathing at 

home. - Mine may be operated by members of a single family or the operator may 
pay the miners to bathe at home. 

 
16. Availability of facilities through a third party.  If there is an agreement through a 

third party to provide facilities, then a copy of the agreement must be submitted. 
 

17. Are adequate drainage facilities available? - The location of the mine may make it 
impractical to construct adequate drainage facilities. 

 
18. Yes  or  No - Check appropriate block. 
 
19. Yes  or  No - Check appropriate block. 
 
20. Agreement Mine - Are the miners represented by a labor union? 
 
21. Yes  or  No - Check appropriate block. 
 
22. Date Submitted - Date inspector’s Review of Waiver Request was submitted to 

his supervisor. 
 
23. Recommend Waiver Be - Check appropriate block.  If the inspector recommends 

the waiver not be granted or extended, explain reasons for that recommendation 
under remarks. 

 
24. Signature, Federal Coal Mine Inspector. 
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FORM 2000-88 - WAIVER REOUEST ACTION (UNDERGROUND) 
 
This form is intended to be used by the district office to notify the mine operator of the results of 
an investigation concerning a request for a waiver of sanitary facilities at an underground mine.  
In the event this waiver is granted, a copy of it shall be placed in the field office Mine File for as 
long as the waiver continues in effect at the mine. 
 
The following instructions give a step-by-step description of how this form is to be used: 
 

1. Date - The date the district issued this waiver. 
 
2. District - The district number where the mine is located. 
 
3. Mine ID Number - Mine ID number as reported on the Legal Identity Report 

(MSHA Form 2000-7). 
 
4. Mine Name - Mine name as it appears on the Legal Identity Report (MSHA Form 

2000-7). 
 
5. Company Name - Company name as reported on the Legal Identity Report 

(MSHA Form 2000-7). 
 
6. Post Office Address of Mime Operator - The nearest post office to location of the 

mine. 
 
7. Waiver Number - The number of this waiver. 
 
8. Based on an investigation by Mine Safety and Health personnel concerning the 

application, a waiver of bathhouse requirements, as outlined in Sections 75.1712-
1, 75.1712-2, 75.1712-3, 30 CFR, cannot be granted for this mine. 

 
This explains why a waiver for this mine could not be granted. Additional 
explanations may be included under Item 10. 
 
This waiver entitles the operator to waive the installation of the requirements of 
Sections 75.1712-1, 75.1712-2, and 75.1712-3. 
 
This explains to the operator the provisions of the regulations that have been 
waived for this particular mine. 
 
NOTE: This waiver is issued because it is impracticable for the operator to 
construct the necessary facilities now.  This waiver is issued with the stipulation 
that sanitary toilet facilities approved under Section 71.500(a), 30 CFR, will be 
provided at each surface worksite. 
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This waiver must be posted on the mine bulletin board for at least 30 days.  The 
inspector should check to see that the mine operator posts this waiver on the mine 
bulletin board for at least 30 days. 

 
9. This waiver is nontransferable and may be modified or terminated if an inspection 

reveals such facilities should be provided. 
 
10. This waiver is. or is not. granted for the following reason(s) and is subject to 

periodic review - District Manager should explain why the waiver was or was not 
granted in this space. 

 
If the waiver involves a third party agreement for bathing facilities the following 
statement should be added: 
 
“This waiver is granted due to a third party agreement: MSHA retains the right to 
inspect third party bathing facilities for compliance with MSHA health standards 
and to require corrective action where necessary.” 

 
11. District Manager - Signature of the District Manager should appear here. 
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FORM 2000-90 - WAIVER REOUEST ACTION (SURFACE) 
 
This form is intended to be used by the district office to notify the mine operator of the results of 
an investigation concerning a request for a waiver of sanitary facilities at a surface mine.  In the 
event this waiver is granted, a copy of it shall be placed in the field office Mine File for as long 
as the waiver continues in effect at that mine. 
 
The following instructions give a step-by-step description of how this form is to be used: 
 

1. Date - Issue date of the waiver. 
 
2. District - The district number where the mine is located. 
 
3. Mine ID Number - Mine ID number as reported on the Legal Identity Report 

(MSHA Form 2000-7). 
 
4. Mine Name - Mine name as it appears on the Legal Identity Report (MSHA Form 

2000-7). 
 
5. Company Name - Company name as reported on the Legal Identity Report 

(MSHA Form 2000-7). 
 
6. Post Office Address of Mine Operator - The nearest post office to location of the 

mine. 
 
7. Waiver Number - The number of this waiver. 
 
8. Expiration Date - The date this waiver expires. 
 
9. Based on an investigation by Mine Safety and Health personnel concerning the 

application, a waiver of bathhouse requirements, as outlined in Section 71.400, 30 
CFR, cannot be granted for this mine.  This is an explanation of why a waiver 
cannot be granted for this mine.  Additional information may be added in Item 11. 

 
In accordance with Section 71.403, 30 CFR, a waiver is issued to waive the 
requirements of Section 71.400, as they apply to sanitary bathing facilities, 
change rooms and sanitary flush toilets; however, sanitary toilet facilities, meeting 
the requirements of’ 71.500, 30 CFR, must be provided at surface work sites. 
 
This is an explanation of what facilities must be required at the mine even 
though a waiver of the other surface facilities has been granted. 
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This waiver must be posted on the mine bulletin board for at least 30 days, and is 
effective for a maximum of 1 year from the date issued. 

 
10. This waiver is nontransferable and may be modified or terminated if an inspection 

or investigation reveals such facilities should be provided. 
 
11. This waiver is. or is not granted for the following reasons and is subject to 

periodic review - Explain why the waiver was or was not granted in this space.  If 
the waiver involves a third party agreement for bathing facilities, the following 
statement should be added: 

 
“This waiver is granted due to a third party agreement: MSHA retains the 
right to inspect third party bathing facilities for compliance with MSHA 
health standards and to require corrective action where necessary.” 

 
12. District Manager - The signature of the District Manager will be provided here. 
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FORM 2000-95 
MINE OPERATOR’S RESPIRABLE DUST SAMPLING PROGRAM SURVEY 

 
This form shall be filled out at the completion of each technical health evaluation. The following 
instructions give a step-by-step description of how this form is to be used: 
 

1. Date - Date the operator’s sampling equipment was checked. 
 
2. District - MSHA District in which the mine was located. 
 
3. Mine ID Number - Self-explanatory. 
 
4. Mine Name - Self-explanatory. 
 
5. Company - Self-explanatory. 
 
6. Name (person responsible for calibration and maintenance of approved sainplina 

devices) - Self-explanatory. 
 
7. Name (person qualified to conduct sampling program) - Self- explanatory. 
 
8. Number of Dust  Pumps (in use at the mine) - Self- explanatory. 
 
9. All Dust Pumps Have Been Calibrated Within the Last 200 Hours? - Self-

explanatory. 
 
10. Name(s) of Person(s)  Assigned to Check Pumps During Sampling  - Self-

explanatory. 
 
11. Results of at Least Six Checks by Soap Film Calibrator - The results of the checks 

should be averaged to determine if the pumps are operating within their specified 
tolerance range.  See MSHA Informational Report 1121 (1980), “Standard 
Calibration and Maintenance Procedures for Wet Test Meters and Coal Mine 
Respirable Dust Samplers (Supersedes IR 1073),” for an explanation of the proper 
procedures to follow when using a wet test meter. 

 
12. Reverse May be Used for Remarks - Self-explanatory. 
 
13. Person Conducting Survey - Self-explanatory. 
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FORM 2000-96 - DESIGNATED OCCUPATION CHANGE NOTICE 
 
If it is determined by respirable dust samples collected during safety and health technical 
inspections that an occupation, other than the designated occupation, has average dust 
concentrations which exceed the designated occupation, MSHA may change the designated 
occupation by notifying the operator in writing of such a change.  The subdistrict office shall 
immediately complete a new “MMU/DA/DWP STATUS” form and enter the information into 
the AIS computer. 
 
Instructions for completing MSHA form 2000-96 are as follows: 
 

1. Date - Date this designated occupation change notice was completed. 
 
2. District Number - Coal Mine Safety and Health District number. 
 
3. Mine ID Number - MSHA identification number assigned to the mine where the 

designated occupation was changed. 
 
4. Mine Name - Name of coal mine as reported on the Legal Identity form submitted 

by the coal company. 
 
5. Company - Name of the coal company as reported on the legal Identity form 

submitted by the coal company. 
 
6. Post Office Address of Mine Operator - Self-explanatory. 
 
7. N/A 
 
8. Changed from (occupation code) - Occupation code number that was used before 

this form was completed. 
 
9. Changed to (occupation code) - New occupation code number. 
 
10. On MMU - MMU number where the occupation was changed. 
 
11. N/A 
 
12. Remarks 
 
13. District Manager - Name of District Manager. 
 
14. Signature - Signature of District Manager. 
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FORM 2000-142 - MMU/DA/DWP DATA FORM 
 
The form will be used to establish a new MMU, DA, or DWP on the MIS database, to change the 
status of an MMU, DA, or DWP, or to update any information on the form relevant to the 
MMTJ, DA, or DWP.  This form should be completed in black ink.  An explanation follows with 
corresponding reference numbers for the information required for each line, space or block. 
 

1. Action - Indicate whether this is the initial action to add new information to the 
database, or if it is to update the information on the database. 

 
2. Mine ID - Enter the authorized seven-digit number that identifies the mine. 
 
3. Organization Code - Enter the last four digits of the code for the field office 

having jurisdiction over the mine. 
 
4. Effective Date of Action - Enter the month, day and year the status shown in Item 

6 became effective. 
 
5. Entity type - Identify the type of entity, either “A”, ‘B’, or “C”, being affected by 

this action. 
 
5A. MMU - If affected by this action, enter the four-digit identification number 

assigned to the MMU (001-0 through 099-0). 
 

Occupation Code - Enter the appropriate three-digit code, beginning with “0”, 
assigned to the affected designated occupation (DO) or the nondesignated 
occupation (NDO). 

 
5B. DA - If affected by this action, enter the four-digit identification number assigned 

to the DA conforming to the established numbering scheme, beginning with digits 
one through nine. 

 
5C. DWP - If affected by this action, enter the four-digit surface area (SA) number 

identifying the DWP which conforms to the established numbering scheme for 
surface mines (001-01 through 099-0) and for underground mines (900-0 through 
999-0). 

 
Occupation Code - Enter the appropriate three-digit code, beginning with “3”, 
assigned to the designated surface work position. 

 
6. MMU/DA/DWP Status - Indicate status of affected entity by checking either “A”, 

“B”, “C” or “D”.  Refer to 30 CFR 70.220 and 71.220 for definitions of each 
specific status. 
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6D. Sampling N/R - Check this item only when a DA or DWP sampling entity, 
currently in normal bimonthly processing with no outstanding advisories pending, 
is no longer in or is to be removed from sampling status after having met 
qualifying criteria. 

 
7A. Location Description - Identify the location of the entity (MMU, DA or DWP) to 

be sampled. For example, MMU 001-0 is located “9 road 6 left.” 
 
7B. DA Dust Level - This item is coded whenever you are adding a DA. Indicates 

whether 70.100(b) applies to the entity (is within 200 feet outby the working face) 
and the applicable standard for that entity will be set at 1.0 milligrams of 
respirable dust per cubic meter of air (mg/in3).  However, if “N” is checked, 
indicating that 70.100(b) does not apply to the entity, the system will establish a 
maximum dust level of 2.0. 

 
7C. Dust Standard - Completed by districts or subdistricts when necessary to 

administratively adjust the applicable dust standard to the correct standard.  Once 
entered, it will be set immediately. 

 
8. Methods of Mining - Complete this item for MMU’s only.  Complete this item for 

a new MMU or when the present method of mining has changed.  Check only one 
entry. 

 
9. Mining and Machine Configuration - Complete this item for MMU5 only.  

Complete this item for a new MMU or when the present method of mining has 
changed.  Check as many entities as necessary to describe the MMU.  Item 9 
should be reviewed and updated as necessary on each BAB inspection. 

 
10. New Production Tonnage - This item is applicable to MMUs only.  The average 

production tonnage produced by an MMU is set by the last five valid bimonthly 
samples collected, and, therefore this item is normally left blank.  This item 
should only be completed when the operator requests a change. 

 
11. Remarks - Self explanatory. 
 
12. Submitted By/Date - Self explanatory. 
 
13. Key Entered By/Date - Self explanatory. 
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FORM 2000-144 - PART 90 MINER STATUS 
 
MSHA Form 2000-144 is completed primarily to record a Part 90 miner’s (a miner with 
evidence of pneumoconiosis who exercises the option) work position in the MIS system.  It also 
serves to update, restore missing information and correct some information without causing a 
change in the computer processing.  The form should be completed in black ink. 
 

1. Action - Indicate whether this action pertains to an initial or additional transition 
period, or is to update information about the miner on the database.  A transition 
period is the 15 calendar days in which the operator must collect and submit five 
valid samples from a Part 90 miner’s work position to determine if that position 
meets the dust standard. 

 
2. Part 90 Number - Enter the miner’s social security number. 
 
3. Mine ID - Enter the authorized seven-digit number that identifies this mine. 
 
4. Organization Code - Enter the last four digits of the code for the field office 

having jurisdiction over the mine. 
 
5. MMUIDA/SA - Enter the three-digit number which identifies the type of entity.  

If the miner is assigned to an MMII, use the first three digits of that MMU 
number (001 through 099).  If the miner is assigned to a nonface underground 
area, use the number “850”.  If the miner is assigned to a surface area, use the 
number “950”. 

 
6. Occupation Code - Enter the three-digit code assigned to a specific occupation by 

the Office of the Administrator (see MSHA Form 2000-157). 
 
7. Location Description - Identify the location of the entity or describe the miner’s 

job duties or equipment used. Shift information may also be included. 
 
8. Date Additional Transition Period Begins - Enter the date when an additional 

transition period begins. 
 
9. Discontinue Additional Transition Period -Enter the date an additional transition 

period was discontinued because the miner decided to return to the previous work 
position. 

 
10. New Dust Standard - Completed only by DOH when necessary to 

administratively adjust the miner’s applicable dust standard.  The new standard 
cannot be greater than 1.0 or less than 0.1 mg/in3 of air. 
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11A. Samp1ing Status - Complete this item to change the status of a miner.  Refer to 30 
CFR 90.220 for definitions of each specific operational status.  Since initial entry 
of this form assumes availability, do not check the “A” box or it will cause the 
transaction to reject. 

 
11B. Date of Status - Enter the effective date of the change in status. 
 
12. Last Name - Enter the miner’s last name, followed by “Jr.” or “Sr.” if applicable. 
 
13. First Name - Enter the miner’s first name. 
 
14. Middle Initial - Enter the first letter of the miner’s middle name if there is one. 
 
15. Street or Box Number - Enter the miner’s mailing address, leaving a single space 

between each part. 
 
16. City - Enter the name of the city, abbreviate if necessary. 
 
17. State Name - Enter the name of the state.  Do not use the two-letter postal 

abbreviation for the state. 
 
18. Zip Code - Enter the appropriate zip code.  If only five digits are known, place 

them in the first five boxes and leave blanks in the rest. 
 
19. Remarks - This space is used for additional information, explanations or 

administrative purposes, and is not entered into the system. 
 
20. Submitted By/Date - Enter the name of the person completing this form and the 

date it was completed. 
 
21. Key Entered By/Date - Signature of the person inputting this information into the 

computer and the date he/she entered it. 
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FORM 2000-187 - I.H. INSPECTION DATA 
 
This form is normally used during an Industrial Hygiene Inspection to locate and identify 
chemicals being used or stored and to evaluate the surface or underground environment of the 
miners. 
 

A. First Day of Inspection - Enter inspection start date in two-digit month-day-year 
format. 

 
B. Mine I.D Number - Enter the seven-digit mine identification number assigned by 

MSHA. 
 
C. Mine Name - Enter the mine name as it appears on the Legal Identity Report 

Form No. 2000-7. 
 
D. Company Name - Enter the company name as it appears on the Legal Identity 

Report Form. 
 
E. Inspector Name - Enter the name or names of the inspector(s) performing the 

sampling survey. 
 
F. A.R. Number - Enter the five-digit identification number from the AR’s card of 

authorization (MSHA Form 1000-186). 
 
G. Field Office No. - Enter the five-digit number assigned to the MSHA CMS&H 

Office under which the coal mine is inspected. 
 
H. Site Codes - The site codes listed are to be used in column (1-3) for showing the 

location of where the samples were collected. 
 
I. Areas or Items Evaluated - Enter the appropriate site code(s) for Item 1.  For 

Items 2 through 9 enter a “yes,” “no” or “NA” in the blocks provided under each 
site inspected. 

 
J. Comments - Space provided for the inspector to list any special observations, 

recommendations or improvements made during the inspection. 
 
K. Block - Check block if chemicals are found on mine property. 
 
L. Chemicals - List chemical names or trade names of all substances of concern 

found on the mine property.  Chemical names are preferred.  Be as accurate as 
possible. 

 
M. Approximate Amount Stored - Enter quantity stored on mine property.  Use 

appropriate measurement quantity in order to avoid ambiguous terms such as 3 
drums, 10 cans, 2 bottles, etc. 
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N. Approximate Amount Used - Enter quantity used in the last 12 months.  Use 
appropriate measurement quantity in order to avoid ambiguous terms such as 3 
drums, 10 cans, 2 bottles, etc. 

 
O. Potential exposure - Enter the number of people who could be exposed.  Take into 

consideration the number of people who may be exposed on other work shifts. 
 
P. Bite Code - Use one (1) site code number for each chemical.  The codes are 

shown under Item H above. 
 
Q. MSDS - Check the block if a material safety data sheet was obtained for the 

chemical noted. 
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FORM 2000-194 - I.H. SAMPLING DATA 
 
This form is also used during an Industrial Hygiene Inspection, but is used to record the 
collection of chemical samples or contaminants for analysis and subsequent determination of 
exposures. 
 

A. Date Samples Collected - Enter date the samples were collected in two-digit 
month-day-year format.  A separate form will need to be filled out for each 
sampling day. 

 
B. Mine I.D. Number - Enter the seven-digit mine identification number assigned by 

MSHA. 
 
C. Mine Name - Enter the mine name as it appears on the Legal Identity Report, 

MSHA Form No. 2000-7. 
 
D. Company Name - Enter the company name as it appears on the legal identity 

report form. 
 
E. Inspector Name - Enter the name or names of the inspector(s) performing the 

sampling survey. 
 
F. A.R. Number - Enter the five-digit identification number from the AR’s card of 

authorization (MSHA Form 1000-186). 
 
G. Field Office No. - Enter the five-digit number assigned to the MSHA CMS&H 

Office under which the coal mine is inspected. 
 
H. Site Codes - The site codes listed are to be used in column (1-3) for showing the 

location of where the samples were collected. 
 
I. Sampling Data 
 

1. Sample I.D. Number - A number that uniquely identifies each sample or 
container. 

 
2. Type of Sample - Physical nature of samples; e.g. liquid, soil, bulk, oil, 

diesel fuel, etc.  (If dosimeter sample, classify as personal or area). 
 
3. Site Code - Use one (1) site code number for each sample.  The codes are 

shown under Item H above. 
 
4. Occupation Code - Enter the three digit occupation code for the person 

sampled or the occupation code of the person working nearest the sample 
location. 

 
5. Pump Number - Print in the MSHA property number found on the pump. 
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6. Time Stop - Print in the time the pump stopped sampling.  Use military 
time 0000 to 2400 hours. 

 
7. Time Start - Print in the time the pump started sampling. 
 
8. Total Time - Total sampling time in minutes. 
 
9. Flow Rate - Pump flow rate in millimeters per minute (ml/min). 
 
10. Sample Medium - Description of adsorbing or absorbing media with 

which samples were taken; e.g. midget impinger with name of absorbing 
agent and/or solvent, charcoal tubes, florisil tubes, specific types of filters 
used. 

 
11. Lot Number - the number of the particular batch or kind of sample media, 

e.g. each package of chemical tubes has a specific number. 
 
12. Temperature - Ambient temperature measured in degrees Fahrenheit. 
 
13. Humidity (%) - Relative humidity measured with a sling psychrometer in 

percent. 
 
14. Barometric Pressure (mm/Hg) - Measured in millimeters of mercury. 
 

J. Operation/Location - Print in the type of operation being sampled; e.g., 
degreasing, float-sink, frothing, welding, etc.  Also, print in the location; e.g., 3rd 
floor, outside, etc. 

 
K. Type Analysis Desired - Print the type or kind of analysis or analyses desired.  

Also list the suspected contaminants in each sample. 
 
L. Special Instruction or Comments - Any additional comments that need to be made 

for the person doing analysis can be included in this space. 
 
M. Date Sample(s) Submitted for Analysis - Enter the date the samples are to be 

mailed for analysis. 
 
N-S. Analysis - This side of the page is to be completed only by the analytical 

laboratory and returned to the inspector. 
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FORM 2000-198 - DIESEL EOUIPMENT INVENTORY 
 
The Diesel Equipment Inventory data form is to be filled out for each piece of diesel-powered 
equipment used underground at each mine.  The information requested on this form should be 
obtained from an actual inspection of the equipment at the mine site.  This will prevent possible 
discrepancies between the actual equipment and information obtained for a particular machine 
from records at the mine office.  These records might list the machine purchased as a utility truck 
and the actual machine might, in fact, have been converted to a personnel carrier.  However, 
some of the information (i.e., date manufactured, engine model number, etc.) might not be 
obtainable from examining the equipment.  Therefore, you should attempt to obtain as much of 
the remaining information from the mine office records.  If any equipment information still 
cannot be found, leave those lines blank.  Do not speculate on what the missing equipment 
information should be. 
 

1. Verify Type (check one): 
 

Active Machine - This is to be marked on the forms for equipment being used at 
that specific mine.  Regardless of whether this piece of equipment was previously 
submitted for the inventory. 
 
Delete Machine - This is to be marked on the forms for equipment that is no 
longer being used or located at that specific mine. 

 
2. Date - The date this form was filled out. 
 
3. Inspector Name - The name of the inspector who filled out the data form.  Note: 

The inspector’s name is strictly in case there is a need for clarification with a 
piece of data on the form. 

 
4. A.R. Number - The five-digit identification number assigned by the Mine Safety 

and Health Administration to all field inspectors. 
 
5. Field Office ID Number - The five-digit identification number assigned by the 

Mine Safety and Health Administration to all field offices. 
 
6. Mine Name - The full name of the mine. Example: Foidel Creek Mine. 
 
7. Mine ID - The seven-digit identification number assigned by the Mine Safety and 

Health Administration. 
 
8. Equipment Approval Number - (if applicable)  The four-or-five-digit number 

assigned by MSHA’s Approval and Certification Center to diesel equipment 
verifying that these machines are approved under either Parts 36 or 32 of the Code 
of Federal Regulations. Not all equipment will have an approval number. 
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Example: Part 36 number is 31-62 (permissible).  Part 32 number is 24-153 
(nonpermissible). 
 
Note: The approval number will be stamped on a metal approval plate and 
attached to the machine. 

 
9. Equipment Manufacturer - The name of the company that manufactures this 

particular piece of equipment. 
 

Example: Wagner Mining Equipment Incorporated 
 
10. Equipment Model Number - The numbers and/or letters assigned by the 

equipment manufacturer to a certain model or type of equipment. 
 
11. Equipment Type - A name given the equipment which describes its function or 

use at this particular mine. 
 

Example: Powder Loading Truck 
 
12. Serial Number - The identification number assigned by the equipment 

manufacturer to a specific piece of equipment. 
 
13. Date Manufactured - The year in which the machine was manufactured. 
 
14. Engine Manufacturer - The name of the company that manufactured the engine 

used in this machine. 
 
15. Engine Model - The numbers and/or letters assigned by the engine manufacturer 

to a certain model or type of engine. 
 
16. Machine Features - (Methane Monitor, 2G Electrical Components and Rail-

Mounted)  Each box is to be marked if the diesel equipment is equipped with each 
machine feature listed beside the box. 

 
17. Type of Mine - Coal or metal/nonmetal mine. 
 
18. Comments - Only pertinent information pertaining to the equipment that cannot 

be noted anywhere else on the form. 
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DUST DATA CARD 
 

The inspector should take extreme care in filling out the dust data card 
 

The dust data card should be filled out as follows: 
 

1. Cassette Number - The cassette number on the dust data card is supplied by the 
manufacturer and must correspond to the number on the filter cassettes. The card 
must be submitted along with the filter cassette bearing the identical serial 
number. 

 
2. Mine ID Number - The mine ID number is a seven-digit number assigned by 

MSHA. 
 
3. Contractor Code - A three-digit ID number assigned by MSHA. 
 
4. Mine Name - The specific name of the mine is required. The mine ID number and 

the name of the mine must match. 
 
5. Company Name - The name of the company that operates the mine is required. 
 
6. Date Sampled - The date the sample was taken is required, not the date it was 

mailed or is due. When entering the date, be sure to enter a zero before single-
digit months, or days so that each box contains a number. 

 
7. Sampling Time - The sampling time, expressed in minutes, represents the actual 

elapsed time between when the pump was started and when the pump was turned 
off. Total time should not be more than 480 minutes or less than 360 minutes. 

 
8. Tons This Shift - Tons of material produced. This item is required for samples 

taken on the mechanized mining unit. Tonnage less than four digits must be 
preceded by zeros. This item is not required to be filled out for samples taken in 
surface areas. 

 
9. Type of Sample (select one) - The number of the correct sample type is entered in 

the box provided. The environment sampled should be numbered as follows: 
 
(1) designated occ (ug) 
 
(2) nondesignated occ (ug) 
 
(3) designated area (ug) 
 
(4) designated work position (sur) 
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(5) part 90 miner 
 
(6) nondesignated area (ug) 
 
(7) intake air (ug) 
 
(8) nondesignated work position (sur) 
 
Code numbers 1 through 5 will be used by coal operators and MSHA inspectors.  
Numbers 6 through 8 will be used by MSHA inspectors only.  Code number 2 is 
to be used by MSHA inspectors when an underground nondesignated occupation 
is sampled.  The only time that an operator would use code 2 would be after an 
excessive dust citation has been issued on a nondesignated occupation and the 
operator samples the environment to get back into compliance. 

 
10. MMU/DA/SA - These four blocks are for the number assigned by MSHA to 

identify the mechanized mining unit (MMU), designated area (DA), surface area 
(SA), or Part 90 miner.  Part 90 miners working underground should be coded 
850-0 if not working on an MMU.  If the Part 90 miner is working on an MMU, 
the MMU identification number shall be used. Part 90 miners working on the 
surface shall be coded 950-0. 

 
11. Occ Code - The appropriate three-digit occupation code.  This block does not 

need to be filled out when designated areas are sampled. 
 
12. Part 90 Miner Sampled - This section need only be completed if the miner 

sampled is one who has exercised the option to work in a less dusty occupation (a 
“Part 90 miner”).  The Part 90 miner’s social security number shall be entered, 
one digit in each box. 

 
13. Certified Person - The respirable dust certification number of the person taking 

the sample must be entered to verify the person’s certification. 
 

The information in the section marked “Laboratory Analysis” will be completed 
by the laboratory technician. 
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 REQUEST FOR MINING HEALTH HAZARD EVALUATIONS (HHEs) 
 
This form is for mining health hazard evaluations requested by the mine operator or a 
representative of the miners.  The form should be given to miner representatives or mine 
operators who have concerns about potential health hazards that do not involve compliance with 
existing regulations.  
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